
 
APPENDIX D-1 PRIMARY CARE: Same Day Appointment Booking Algorithm  

 

 

*** Primary Care Client Calls for 
appointment today. *** 

 

PCA  
Reviews if required appointment space is 

available in patient’s listed provider schedule 
today.   

Yes – Space Available 
 

PCA books patient into slot and tasks PCP 
to advise that patient added to their day. 
PCA documents reason for appointment 

No – Space not available 
 

 But patient would like to be seen as 
soon as possible.  PCA documents 
that patient still wants to see a PCP 

 

Based on PCN Triage assessment 
client can wait until next available 
appointment with their provider.  

PCN documents assessment. 

Based on PCN Triage Assessment – client 
needs to be seen same day.   

PCN documents assessment. 

PCA connects with PCN to follow-
up with Triage Nurse to assess 

urgency/need for appt. 

PCN reviews available provider schedule to 
determine team member that can see patient. 

PCN schedules patient with alternate provider 
and tasks PCP to advise that patient was added 

to their day 

PCN reviews available slots with 
patient’s listed PCP.   

PCN schedules patient with listed 
PCP at first available appointment 

Based on PCN Triage 
Assessment, client should go to 

emergency department 

PCN advises patient to call 911 
or go to ED immediately.  

PCN documents assessment and 
conversation, PCN urgently 

tasks PCP with encounter note 
 

Member of primary care team to 
contact emergency department to 
provide them with details when 

deemed appropriate 

NOTES:   
1) Any time a patient indicates that they are feeling unwell at time of booking and indicate they are not sure if 
they should go to hospital or call 911.  A triage nurse, or primary care provider should be notified immediately to 
triage the call.  
2) Tasking Providers the patient was added to their day is clinic dependent  
3)  PCN’s scheduling patients into providers day is clinic dependent 
4) Contacting the Emergency Department is dependent on whether the Provider is confident the patient is 
attending that Facility 
 
 


